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ACT ONE
FADE IN:
EXT. ALKATRAZ PRISON - DAY/AERIAL SHOT
PUSH IN on the island prison. ARMED GUARDS are patrolling
up on the walls, as we PUSH DOWN PAST THEM to the prison
exercise yard. We see TURMOIL (see '94 "Cry Turmoil"
episode), her LIEUTENANT and several of her FEMALE PILOTS
working out with weights. (NOTE: Turmoil and her crew are
all in prison garb during this scene. ) PAN OVER to another
group of FEMALE CONS looking on. Their burly leader, OLGA,
glowers at Turmoil's crew, pointing a finger. Some ARMED
FEMALE GUARDS are nearby, strolling past.
OLGA
Just look at her struttin'
around the yard like she owns
it.
OTHER CONS (AD LIB WALLA)
Yeah! You said it! Who does
that Turmoil think she is?
CLOSER - OLGA
Eyes narrowing evilly, she clenches her fists and STRIDES
TOWARD CAMERA.
OLGA
Well, I'm gonna show her who
really runs the yard at
Alkatraz!
ANGLE - TURMOIL
*As Olga STRIDES IN and shoves Turmoil away from a barbell
stand. Olga is flanked by two of her girls.
*

OLGA
Oh, excuse�! But I think it's
time for us to use the weights ..
TURMOIL
Back off, Olga. My crew isn't
through working out!
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Oh yeah?

OLGA

Olga pushes over the rack of barbells as the heavy weights
topple. Turmoil jumps aside nimbly.
OTS TURMOIL - ON OLGA
Turmoil lands gracefully as Olga charges toward her like an
enraged bull.
OLGA (CONT)
I say you're through .ll.Qxl,
Turmoil!
Olga tackles Turmoil as the duo SLAM INTO CAMERA.
LOW ANGLE - THE GROUND
As Turmoil hits the ground hard on her back, with Olga on
top of her.
Oof !

TURMOIL

We WIDEN SHOT to see two y ard GUARDS come running toward the
pair.
GUARD 1
That's enough, y ou two!
Turmoil pushes Olga off her and into the two guards,
toppling them.
Ooof !

GUARDS 1/2

DRAMATIC ANGLE - CONS AND TURMOIL'S CREW
Olga's cons are swinging barbells at Turmoil's girls, who
duck as the barbells SMASH into the wall.
CONS/TURMOIL'S CREW
(AD LIB FIGHTING WALLA)
Turmoil RUNS IN and spin kicks the barbell out of one of the
con's hands. A SIREN STARTS BLARING as the girls look up.
THEIR POV - ON THE WALL
Three GUARDS. One with a MEGAPHONE.
the siren, holding TEAR GAS RIFLES.
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MEGAPHONE GUARD
Break it up down there!
The other guards FIRE their TEAR GAS cannisters DOWN TOWARD
CAMERA.
LOW ANGLE - THE GROUND AND FEET OF FIGHTING CONS/CREW
As the TEAR GAS CANNISTER FLIES IN to hit the ground,
EXPLODING into THICK SMOKE.
WIDEN SHOT - ON TURMOIL AND OLGA'S CREWS
It's bedlam. Tu rmoil flips a con toward a Guard. Olga
SLAMS Turmoil's Lieutenant into a wall. Then two Turmoil
pilots grab Olga and toss her into another Guard.
CONS/TURMOIL'S CREW
(COUGHING/AD LIB FIGHTING WALLA)
CLOSE - TURMOIL
Looking at her DIGITAL watch.
TURMOIL
Our ride should be arriving
right about . . . now!
There's the o.s. SOUND OF A JET.
smiles.

Turmoil looks up and

DR.l\MATIC ANGLE - THE PRISON YARD
As a SLEEK JET suddenly ZOOMS IN, then hovers DOWN from the
smoke, dropping a ladder toward the exercise yard. The
Guards on the wall REACT as the jet BLASTS LASER fire toward
them. They drop their Tear Gas rifles and dive for cover as
LASER BLASTS take out the siren, a spotlight, and pieces of
the prison wall.
DRAMATIC DOWN SHOT - ROPE LADDER - HANGING ABOVE YARD
Turmoil's Lieutenant and another pilot QUICKLY CLIMB UP PAST
CA.�ERA as we see Turmoil and Olga hurry toward the rope
below. Turmoil starts to climb up TOWARD CAMERA.
UP ANGLE - ON TURMOIL AND OLGA
Turmoil is now climbing upward as Olga follows, with her
girls following FROM FOREGROUND.

..
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TURMOIL
Yes, thanks for the help,
Olga. . . now goodbye!
Turmoil turns and kicks Olga's hands free from the ladder.
Olga falls, knocking the other cons DOWN PAST CAMERA.
DOWN SHOT - THE YARD - ON SPRAWLED CONS
Olga yells angrily, shaking her fists, as GUARDS ENTER SHOT
wearing GAS MASKS and FIRING UPWARD with LASERS.
OLGA
You treacherous alleykat!
DRAMATIC ANGLE - TURMOIL AND JET
The jet is rising as Turmoil keeps climbing. we PAN DOWN to
see Olga in the yard running after the departing jet,
bowling over GAS MASKED GUARDS like a football linebacker.
OLGA (CONT) (PARTIAL VO)
You promised you'd get .l.!12. outta
here, too!
GUARDS (VO)
Ooof! Mmph!
CLOSE - TURMOIL
She grins downward as she climbs gracefully into the jet. . .
TURMOIL
I lied. (EVIL CHUCKLE)
. . . whose doors SLAM SHUT just as LASER BLASTS ricochet off
it.
DOWN SHOT - THE EXERCISE YARD - ON OLGA AND GUARDS
Gas masked GUARDS are FIRING LASERS upward as other GUARDS
tackle Olga, swarming over her like a fumbled football.
OLGA
Why you lowdown . . . Oof!
Arggh!

Mph!

EXT. THE PRISON - DAY
SIRENS BLARE as the Turmoil jet ZOOMS off, and we . . .
CUT TO:
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CLOSE - A WHIZZING "FLYING SAUCER" DEVICE
The three foot long device spins along in mid-air as LASER
GUN BARRELS emerge and start BLASTING downward as we WIDEN
SHOT to see the Swat Kats (both wearing GLOVATRIXES) RUNNING
AWAY from the LASER SAUCER, which is pursuing them down a
PHONY ROCKY TERRAIN (lots of craggy boulders to dive behind)
area of the Reflex Room. RAZOR somersaults away to avoid a
LASER BLAST. T-BONE dives on his stomach to avoid a LASER
BLAST that ZAPS overhead.
ON THE SWAT KATS
As they scramble to their feet and leap over a rock boulder.
ANGLE - THE ROCK BOULDER
The Swat Kats have their backs against it, like Butch and
Sundance.
RAZOR
(breathing hard)
How do ya like the new pursuit
laser, T-Bone?
T-BONE
A radical addition to the reflex
room, pal! Now let's take it
out. . .
T-Bone cocks his Glovatrix as the SAUCER FLIES IN to LASER
BLAST away their rocky cover.
T-BONE (CONT)
. . . before it takes J.!s. out!
Our duo dive o.s. as the saucer follows.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - THE SWAT KATS
Rolling away just ahead of the LASER BLASTS as they finally
come to a halt on their stomachs, Glovatrixes pointed
upward. WIDEN SHOT as the Flying Saucer WHOOSHES IN. . .
RAZOR
Launch turbo bla...
. . . but before our guys can fire, there's a LOUD CRASH and
the CYBERTRON (see ,94 episode "The Deadly Pyramid") ROLLS
BETWEEN our heroes and the saucer. A taser-type cable ZOOMS
out of its chest and THUMPS into the saucer, ELECTRIFYING
it.
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ANGLE - THE CYBERTRON
The ZAPPED saucer drops INTO SHOT, SIZZLING and SPUTTERING
to CRASH at the robot's tractor tread feet in a shower of
SPARKS. The Cybertron retracts his cable and gives a
triumphant BEEP as T-Bone and Razor come up from behind it
and REACT.
T-BONE
I knew we shouldn't have let
Professor Hackle talk us into
taking this robot back.
RAZOR
Chill, buddy. The Cybertron was
only trying to help us. After
al1 . . .
EXT. REFLEX ROOM/HANGAR
We see a Cybertron shaped hole in the wall, as T-Bone stomps
out, shaking his head, followed A BEAT LATER by Razor and
the Cybertron.
RAZOR (CONT) (PARTIAL VO)
. . . Professor Hackle did design
him to preserve and protect. He
musta thought we were really in
danger.
T-BONE
Yeah, well, he was supposed to
stay out here in the hangar. . .
ANGLE - A LARGE WALL MONITOR
It has some hanging wires sticking out.
blank. T-Bone ENTERS to point to it.

The screen 1s

T-BONE (CONT)
. . . and fix our TV.
There's an o.s. BEEP as Cybertron ENTERS and points his
finger like a TV REMOTE. With a CLICK the TV SCREEN comes
to life. It shows a silly game show, with a beautiful
FEMALE MODEL opening a door. Razor ENTERS to point to the
TV.
MALE HOST (VO)
And behind door number two is. . .
a year's supply of hair ball
eliminator!
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RAZOR
You were saying, buddy?
The Cybertron quickly tucks in the loose wires as the TV
suddenly shows a picture of Alkatraz with ANN GORA in the
exercise yard, talking into her microphone . PUSH IN as we
hear:
ANN GORA
we interrupt this program to
bring you an urgent news
bulletin. There has been a
jailbreak at Alkatraz. . .
CLOSE - TV
The Alkatraz picture DISSOLVES into one of Turmoil (in her
Commander uniform. )
ANN GORA (CONT) (VO)
The escape was led by the
infamous criminal Turmoil.
PULL BACK to see T-Bone REACT to the picture.
*

Turmoil!

T-BONE

WIDEN SHOT to see the Cybertron point to the screen with a
questioning BEEP. Razor, next to him, points to T-Bone.
RAZOR
Hey, it's your ex-girlfriend!
T-BONE
Very funny! We nearly get
killed tryin' to put her in the
slammer!
The Cybertron points his REMOTE finger and CLICKS off the TV
with an angry BEEP.
RAZOR
I'm afraid it won't be that easy
to get rid of her, Cybertron.
ON T-BONE
He jerks a thumb at himself.
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T-BONE
Hey, if anyone can handle her,
it's yours truly. Wonder what
that high tech she-kat's got
planned this time?
WIDEN SHOT as Razor checks his Glovatrix.
RAZOR
I dunno, buddy. But it's bound
t o spell big trouble for Megakat
City. . .
CUT TO:
EXT. M.A.S.A. HEADQUARTERS - DAY
PUSH IN on a rocket launch platform, surrounded by a catwalk
(with elevator.) Mounted on the rocket nose cone is the
ORBITAL LASER MEGA-BEAM (See '94 "Unlikely Alloys") On the
catwalk is a FEMALE PUMA-DYNE SCIENTIST and a M.A.S.A.
FOREMAN.
CLOSER - FOREMAN AND SCIENTIST
The Foreman points to the Mega-Beam.
*

FOREMAN
You scientists really think this
Orbital Laser Mega-Beam will b e
able to seal earthquake faults?
SCIENTIST
With pinpoint accuracy. . . that
is, if � guys can get it into
orbit.
CONTROLLER (VO)
Launch 1n T-minus Five minutes.
FOREMAN
Better leave the katwalk.

The Scientist steps into the elevator.
OTS SCIENTIST - ON FOREMAN
As the elevator starts to descend, the Foreman starts back
toward the rocket.
FOREMAN (CONT)
I'm gonna give this baby a last
minute check.
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ANGLE - OTHER SIDE OF CA'IWALK
There are three SUITED WORKERS (wearing construction
helmets) putting some hardware into the open panels of the
laser. Their BACKS ARE TO CAMERA. Suddenly the Foreman
comes around the corner and REACTS.
FOREMAN
What are you doing?
OTS FOREMAN - ON THE WORKERS
He points to them as they turn and we see it's Turmoil's
Lieutenant and two of Turmoil's pilots.
FOREMAN (CONT)
You're not authorized to be up
here this close to launch.
LIEUTENANT
Here's my authorization.
Oof!

FOREMAN

The Lieutenant quickly spins and gives a karate kick as the
Foreman is WHAPPED backwards TOWARD CAMERA. There's a THUD.
ANGLE - PANEL OF LASER
As the pilots finish up their work, they CLICK the panels
closed and move away. WIDEN SHOT as the pilots and
Lieutenant move away from the rocket, past the fallen
Foreman, who's out cold on the catwalk.
CONTROLLER (VO) (ECHOING)
Liftoff in T-Minus Four Minutes.
CUT TO:
EXT. M.A.S.A. PERIMETER FENCE
We see a hole cut in the fence. The Lieutenant and pilots
hurry through. They then pull off their construction
helmets, to shake their hair free.
CUT TO:
INT. M.A.S.A. CONTROL/CLOSE ON DIGITAL PANEL
We see the DIGITAL COU NTDOWN as we PULL BACK to see the
MISSION CONTROLLER at his panel, talking into his mike.
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CONTROLLER
T-Minus One Minute.
EXT. TREES IN FIELD
As the hidden Turmoil jet takes off, we see the smiling
Lieutenant at the controls.
INT. M.A.S.A. CONTROL ROOM/ON CONTROLLER
we see the Controller push a LAUNCH BUTTON.
scientist is next to him.

The Puma-Dyne

EXT. M.A.S.A./DRAMATIC UP ANGLE
As the rocket BOOSTERS WHOOSH the laser toward the upper
atmosphere.
*
*

CONTROLLER (VO)
We have ignition!
CUT TO:

EXT. CLOUD FORTRESS - DAY
PUSH IN on the bunker-like CLOUD FORTRESS, high in the
mountains as the Lieutenant's jet ZOOMS IN out o f the
clouds. A hangar door opens in the Fortress as the jet
ROARS IN.
INT. FORTRESS HANGAR/CONTROL ROOM
We see Turmoil and several pilots turn as the door SLIDES
(NOTE: Turmoil
open and the Lieutenant strides in, smiling.
and crew are now in their regular "Cry Turmoil" battle
outfits. ) Turmoil is standing a t a bank of monitors all
showing the rocket WHOOSHING upward.
LIEUTENANT
All is prepared, Commander.
TURMOIL
Excellent. Now Megakat City
will pay dearly for the months
we"ve spent rotting in prison!
CUT TO:
EXT. ORBITAL LASER/ROCKET - DAY
*The launch rocket DISENGAGES as the orbital laser is thrust
into orbit above the Megakat planet.
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CLOSE - ORBITAL LASER
As it WHOOSHES through space, we PULL BACK to see we"re
watching this on the M.A. S . A . screens. The Controller
PUNCHES some buttons as the Scientist and Foreman look on
anxiously .
CONTROLLER
Something's wrong! The laser's
in orbit, but it's not
responding to our controls.
INT. TURMOIL'S CONTROL ROOM - SAME TIME
The Lieutenant punches some BUTTONS as we PUSH IN o n their
wide-angle vidscreen to see the orbiting laser respond to
their BEEPING controls.
LIEUTENANT
The laser is completely in our
control, Commander.
WIDEN SHOT as a grinning Turmoil points to the screen.
TURMOIL
Lock in on Megakat Towers !
LIEUTENANT
Yes, Commander!
The Lieutenant PUNCHES some buttons.
EXT. ORBITAL LASER - MOVING THROUGH SPACE
With APPROPRIATE BEEPS and WHIRS, the satellite shifts the
position o f its laser barrels.
*

CONTROLLER (VO)
(panicked)
The satellite is going into
firing mode. Our controls have
been over-ridden!
SCIENTIST (PARTIAL VO)
Who's doing all this?

PULL BAC K to see we're watching this at M. A. S. A. The
Controller and Scientist REACT concerned. Suddenly the bank
of SCREENS SCRAMBLE with STATIC as Turmoil's face appears on
all of them.
CONTROLLER/SCIENTIST
(GASPS ! ) Turmoil!
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TURMOIL
My compliments on your
successful launch of lllll orbital
laser. And now you can witness
a more. . .
PUSH IN on the SCREENS as we see Turmoil's face STATIC out
to reveal the Megakat Towers.
TURMOIL (CONT) (VO)
. . . profitable use of the Mega
Beam!
EXT. MEGAKAT TOWERS - DAY/DRAMATIC UP ANGLE
we see a banner over the entrance, marked: GRAND REOPENING
SOON.
EXT. ORBITAL LASER - IN SPACE
As the barrel of the laser launches a MEGA-BEAM LASER BLAST
toward the planet below.
EXT. MEGAKAT TOWERS - DAY
We see the MEGA-BEAM BLAST IN like a huge welding torch and
begin to MELT the building down like a candle.
INT. SWAT KATS HANGAR/ON THE CYBERTRON - NEAR THE TV
The Cybertron is soldering the broken laser saucer from the
Reflex Room as we see the same GAME SHOW on the TV screen.
T-Bone pats Cybertron on the head, as Razor looks on.
T-BONE
And when you finish fixing that
Pursuit Laser, you can patch up
the hole in the Reflex Room,
too.
Cybertron BEEPS as we see Ann Gora's face appear on TV:
ANN GORA
We interrupt this program for an
important news bulletin.
Turmoil has hijacked the Mega
Beam satellite. . .
ON T-BONE AND RAZOR
They REACT shocked.
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ANGLE - TV
we see the Megakat Towers almost melted to the ground under
the BEAM'S FORCE! T-Bone and Razor LEAN IN to watch.
ANNOUNCER (CONT) (VO)
... and is melting the Megakat
Towers!
Crud!

T-BONE

RAZOR
So this is what your ex
girlfriend is up to!
DRAMATIC ANGLE - THE TURBOKAT
As the Swat Kats RUSH TOWARD the jet, ready for action.
T-BONE
Time to kick some Turmoil tail!
CUT TO:
INT. TURMOIL'S HEADQUARTERS
we see Turmoil watch the last of Megakat Towers turn into a
puddle under the BEAM.
TURMOIL
The Mega-Beam is more powerful
than even I imagined! Let's
give the city another
demonstration!
LIEUTENANT
Understood, Commander.
The Lieutenant punches some BUTTONS and the BEAM disappears.
EXT. ORBITING LASER - IN SPACE
The MEGA-BEAM cuts off as the laser barrel WHIRS, BEEPS, and
shifts to another targeting position. Suddenly the MEGA
BEAM ZAPS DOWN toward the planet.
EXT. MEGAKAT BRIDGE - DAY
*Cars ZOOM across the bridge as suddenly the MEGA-BEAM ZAPS
DOWN and begins to melt the bridge in two.
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*DRAMATIC ANGLE - SCHOOLBUS
*Driving across the bridge, the BUSDRIVER REACTS horrified
to the bridge melting ahead of him.
*

..

DRIVER

(GASPS)

*CLOSE - DRIVER'S FOOT
*As it slams on the brakes.
*CLOSE - TIRES OF BUS
*As they screech trying in a futile attempt to stop.
tires smoke.

The

DRAMATIC ANGLE - SCHOOL BUS
*The Kids and Driver SCREAM.
(SCREAMS!)

KIDS/DRIVER

*HIGH ANGLE DOWNSHOT ON SCHOOLBUS
*As the bus plunges off the bridge.
STING, we . . .

With a DRAMATIC MUSICAL
FADE OUT:

END OF ACT ONE
ACT TWO
FADE IN:
EXT. MEGAKAT BRIDGE/FALLING SCHOOLBUS - DAY
The schoolbus full of SCREAMING Kids falls toward its doom
as suddenly. . .
(SCREAMS)

KIDS/DRIVER

. . . the Turbokat WHOOSHES THROUGH SHOT and uses its clamps
(See '94 " Deadly Pyramid") to grab the bus from above.
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WIDE - TURBOKAT AND BUS
As the Turbokat WHOOSHES the bus away, the MEGA-BEAM
continues to MELT the bridge, parts of which collapse behind
them. PUSH IN on the Turbokat cockpit.
T-BONE
Nice catch, buddy!
ANGLE - THE SHORE
As the Turbokat turns to hover mode to gently lower the bus
to shore. We see the kids waving out the window as the bus
THUMPS to the ground.
T-BONE (CONT)
The fans loved it!
KIDS
(AD LIB CHEERS: "It's the
Turbokat!" " The Swat Kats saved
us!• "Yaaay, Swat Kats! ")
CLOSER - TURBOKAT - IN HOVER MODE
T-Bone and Razor wave as the jet ROARS away out o f hover
mode. PAN WITH IT as it passes the almost melted Bridge,
where the MEGA-BEAM continues to ZAP down.
ANGLE - THE TURBOKAT
ZOOMING through the sky. PULL BACK to see we're watching
this on Turmoil's wide viewscreen.
TURMOIL
S o! I was wondering when those
arrogant Swat Kats would show
up!
LIEUTENANT
Should I destroy them,
Commander?
CLOSER - TURMOIL
Punching some buttons on the console.
appear on a console grid/sight.

Various co-ordinates

TURMOIL
That would be too easy. Besides,
I have other plans for that
traitor, T-Bone!
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INT. M.A. S.A. CONTROL ROOM
we see the Turbokat on the bank of M.A.S.A. monitors. MAYOR
MANX, CALLIE and COMMANDER FERAL are watching along with the
controller and Scientist.
CALLIE
Thank goodness the Swat Kats
were around to save those kids!
MANX
But who's going to save our
city?
FERAL
It's up to .w;, Mayor!
CLOSER - FERAL AND MANX
As Feral holds up a CODE RED Failsafe-type key.
FERAL (CONT)
Prepare t o launch Skat Missiles!
MANX
Huh? What? Those things are
dangerous!
FERAL
Your code red key, Mayor.
Manx, hands trembling, reluctantly pulls out his key.
MANX
(nervously)
Yes. . . yes . . . of course.
ANGLE - CODE RED CONSOLE
As Feral and Manx REACH in to CLICK the keys in their slots.
They turn them as a BEEPING RED BUTTON starts to blink.
Feral presses the button.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - HIDDEN M.A.S.A. MISSILE SILO
As two hidden doors open and two large SCUD-type MISSILES
WHOOSH upward.
INT. TURBOKAT COCKPIT - OTS RAZOR AND T-BONE - ON MISSILE
JET TRAILS
He points to the jet trails of the two Skat Missiles ahead,
WHOOSHING upward o.s.
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RAZOR
T-Bone! They've launched Skat
Missiles at that orbiting laser!
T-BONE (VO)
Guess the city's called in their
heavy hitters! Those things are
twenty megatons apiece!
ANGLE - SKAT MISSILES
*ROARING toward the upper atmosphere.
*EXT. - ORBITAL LASER IN SPACE
*As the laser barrel swivels to send a Mega Beam blast down
o.s.
*BACK TO SKAT MISSILES
*As the MEGA-BEAM ZAPS IN to bathe both of them. The
missiles MELT, then EXPLODE with a SCREEN FILLING BLAST.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - M.A.S.A. CONTROL ROOM
Feral, Callie, Manx, and the others shield their faces from
the WHITE LIGHT BLAST that emanates from the three
vidscreens.
ANGLE - THE TURBOKAT - FLYING
As LIGHT BLAST shockwaves rock the jet.
Crud!

T-BONE (VO)
Scratch two Skats!

INT. TURMOIL'S CONTROL ROOM
We see a grinning Turmoil and her Lieutenant wearing dark
goggles as the WHITE LIGHT subsides on the viewscreen.
TURMOIL
Ha! So much for their puny
attempts to stop me! Prepare
for transmission.
LIEUTENANT
Yes, Commander.
The Lieutenant punches some buttons as we CUT TO:
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INT . TURBOKAT - ROCKING
T-Bone covers his eyes as he struggles to keep control of
the rocking jet.
Whoa!

T-BONE

ON RAZOR - LOOKING AT DASHBOARD TV
As he uncovers his eyes, he REACTS to STATIC on his
dashboard monitor. We see Turmoil appear on the tube.
TURMOIL (ECHOING)
Megakat city! You all have
witnessed the power of my Mega
Beam!. Now hear my demands.
T-Bone looks up and REACTS.
THEIR POV - THROUGH COCKPIT
A huge TURMOIL HOLOGRAM appears in the clouds ahead.
INT. M.A.S.A. CONTROL ROOM
We see Turmoil's face on all the monitor screens.
Manx, and Callie REACT as they hear:
TURMOIL
I want 50 million in gold
delivered to me by sunrise.
(GASPS ! )

CALLIE

MANX
(sputtering)
Godfrey!
OTS HOVERING TURBOKAT - ON TURMOIL HOLOGRAM
The Hologram Turmoil smiles.
TURMOIL
And I want it delivered to me
personally in the Turbokat,
piloted by T-Bone . . .
INT. TURBOKAT COCKPIT - ON T-BONE
T-Bone REACTS.
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. . . alone.

TURMOIL (CONT) (VO)

T-BONE
What the ... ?
WIDEN SHOT to see Razor REACT.
RAZOR
Looks like she hasn't quite
gotten over you, buddy.
INT. M.A.S.A. CONTROL ROOM
As Turmoil delivers her parting shot, the image fades from
the three monitors, leaving an aghast Manx, Callie, and
Feral.
TURMOIL
Pay my price, Megakat City. . . or
I'll melt you down block by
block. (LAUGHS)
MANX
Callie, what am I going to do?

CALLIE
What else .s;;.a,.n you do, Mayor?
Pay up. . . and hope that T-Bone
finds a way to stop Turmoil.
DISSOLVE TO:
CLOSE - T-BONE
He grins cockily.
T-BONE
Stop Turmoil? No problem Ms.
Briggs . . .
WIDEN SHOT to see T-Bone next to the Turbokat which is
parked outside the Megakat City Mint. We see ENFORCERS
loading gold into the bomb bay. Cal lie and Manx are next to
T-Bone.
T-BONE
I fooled that conniving she-kat
once, and I can do it again.
CALLIE
Didn't you ever hear the
expression, once bitten twice
shy?
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T-Bone starts to climb up the side of the jet, toward the
open cockpit. He looks back at Callie.
T-BONE
Relax, I'll be out of there in
no time . . . with all this gold!
DOWN SHOT - ON MANX - LOOKING UPWARD
MANX
I certainly hope so. Otherwise
I'll have to raise the sales
tax.
ON THE COCKPIT
As T-Bone settles into his seat, we see him turn back to
Razor, who"s at his console.
RAZOR
I"ve double checked the drop
site co-ordinates Turmoil gave
us yesterday. It's somewhere
high in the Megakat Mountains.
ANGLE - FERAL AND M.l>.NX
FERAL
Let me go in and blow up that
mountain, Mayor!
WIDEN SHOT to see Razor is now in the open bomb bay.
RAZOR
Too dangerous! Turmoil's radar
will detect any approaching
planes and her Mega-Beam will
blast your Enforcers out of the
sky.
MANX

She'd melt my city before you'd
even get there!
ON CALLIE AND RAZOR
She points to Razor.
CALLIE
We"re just going to have to
trust the Swat Kats. They have
a plan . . . right guys?
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RAZOR
You got it, Ms. Briggs. I'm
stowing aboard and dropping in
under the radar.
Razor jumps up into the open door, where we see the gold
stacked inside.
OTS RAZOR - IN BOMB BAY
He pushes a button. The doors start to close as we see
Feral and Callie (on the outside) looking up.
FERAL
I hope you know what you're
doing, Swat Kat. That's most of
the city treasury!
UP ANGLE - ON RAZOR
RAZOR
Worried about your pension,
Feral?
The bomb bay doors SLAM closed.
*DOWNSHOT FERAL
*He REACTS steamed.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - TURBOKAT NEXT TO MINT
T-Bone's alone in the cockpit as the jet RISES up in HOVER
MODE away from the Mint.
DOWN SHOT - ON MANX, FERAL, CALLIE
Callie gives a little wave.
CALLIE
(sotto)
Good luck, Swat Kats.
(GROANS)

MANX
All that gold.

FERAL
Once the blackmail starts. . .
OTS TURBOKAT - ON REAR ENGINES
As they IGNITE INTO CAMERA, the jet ZOOMS away.
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FERAL {CONT) {VO)
. . . it never stops.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. CLOUD COVERED MEGAKAT MOUNTAINS
As the Turbokat ZOOMS toward the snowy peaks.
T-BONE {OVER MIKE)
Sure you wanna go, buddy? It
looks mighty cold out there.
INT. BOMB BAY
We see Razor wearing a heavy jacket with a hood.
RAZOR {OVER MIKE)
I can handle it. You just
handle Turmoil till I get
there.
T-BONE {VO) {OVER MIKE)
M y pleasure.
Razor REACTS as he moves over to a tarp and uncovers. . .
THE SNOWKAT
It's a snowmobile-type vehicle.
driver's seat.

Razor leaps into the

ON RAZOR
As Razor settles himself at the controls, strapping himself
in.
OTS THE T URBOKAT - ON THE DISTANT CLOUD FORTRESS - THROUGH
CLOUDS
The jet is ZOOMING toward the distant Cloud Fortress.
T-BONE {VO) {OVER MIKE)
I see Turmoil's fortress. Can't
risk going any closer.
INT. SNOWKAT
As the cockpit WHIRS CLOSED.
T-BONE {CONT) {VO) {OVER MIKE)
You"d better drop out now,
buddy.
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RAZOR {OVER MIKE)
Roger that. Good luck.
Suddenly Razor REACTS to a THUMP as the Cybertron appears
behind him.
RAZOR
Cybertron? You're supposed to
be working back at the hangar.
INT. BOMB BAY
As the doors start to open, casting LIGHT SHADOWS on the
snowkat. we hear the Cybertron BEEP.
RAZOR (VO)
I know you just want to help. . .
INT. COCKPIT OF SNOWKAT - ON RAZOR AND CYBERTRON
RAZOR {CONT)
. . . but it's cold out there.
You're gonna freeze without a
heavier weight oil.
The Cybertron BEEPS as a CHEST PANEL OPENS and a DIGITAL
READOUT says: WD60. Razor REACTS.
RAZOR
You already changed it? You're
smarter than you look, pal.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - BENEATH TURBOKAT
As the Snowkat drops out of the jet, we hear:
RAZOR {CONT) {VO)
Maybe I s:;rui use a little backup
after all.
DRAMATIC DOWNSHOT - SNOWK AT AND MOUNTAINS
We hear the Cybertron BEEP as the Snowkat LAUNCHES itself
down through clouds toward the snow y mountains below.
LOW ANGLE - SNOWY SLOPE
The Snowkat hits the ground running and starts ZOOMING up
the snowy slope of a glacier. We see SPIKED TREADS churn up
the snow. Razor waves.
EXT. TURBOKAT COCKPIT - ON T-BONE
He gives a thumbs up.
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OTS THE TURBOKAT - APPROACHING THE CLOUD FORTRESS
*As it ZOOMS toward the Fortress, emerging through the cloud
cover.
*ANGLE - TURBOKAT ZOOMING TOWARD CAMERA THROUGH HEAVY CLOUDS
T-Bone's alone in the cockpit as we PULL BACK to see Turmoil
and the Lieutenant at the screen. Turmoil smiles as the
Lieutenant punches some buttons.
TURMOIL
I've waited a long time for
this.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - THE TURBOKAT
As the hangar doors open up, the Turbokat FLIES IN.
ON T-BONE - THROUGH COCKPIT - FACING CAMERA
As he reverses the THRUSTERS, we see him spray Binaca in his
mouth.
T-BONE
Kinda feels like a date . . . with
Lorena Bobkat.
CUT TO:
OTS THE SNOWKAT
ZOOMING toward a CREVASSE in the glacier. The Snowkat
ENGINES REV LOUDLY as the vehicle accelerates and jumps
forward.
DRAM.�TIC UP ANGLE - FROM THE CREVASSE
As the Snowkat sails over.
ANGLE - OTHER SIDE OF CREVASSE
As the Snowkat lands with a JARRING THUMP and continues on.
INT. SNOWKAT
The jolt causes the Cybertron to jerk forward and CLANG his
head on the back of Razor"s seat. He BEEPS. Razor REACTS.
*

RAZOR
Next time I'll put seatbelts
back there.
CUT TO:
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INT. CLOUD FORTRESS HANGAR - ON TURBOKAT'S OPEN BOMB BAY
we see several Turmoil GUARDS leap out, holding weapons.
GUARD 1
He's alone, Commander.
GUARD 2
And the gold is all here.
WIDEN SHOT t o see Turmoil and her Lieutenant smiling.
Excellent.

TURMOIL

T urmoil turns as more GUARDS enter, prodding T-Bone forward
with LASER SIDEARMS.
TURMOIL (CONT)
I bet you never thought we'd be
seeing each other. . .
CLOSER - TURMOIL AND T-BONE
As she runs a claw along his cheek.
TURMOIL
. . . again so soon.
T-BONE
(cocky)
Guess that prison food didn ' t
agree with you, huh Turmoil?
Well, you"ve got enough dough
now. . .
T-Bone jerks a thumb as we WIDEN SHOT t o see some GUARDS
unloading gold from the Turbokat.
T-BONE (CONT)
. . . to buy yourself some high
class sushi.
OTS T-BONE - ON TURMOIL
Who turns hard as she points a claw at T-Bone.
REACH IN to yank off his helmet.
TURMOIL
Silence! Once I offered you a
chance t o rule by my side. This
time I'm going to be sure of
your answer.
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Turmoil whips out a REMOTE DEVICE as a RESTRAINING BEAM ZAPS
down from the ceiling over T-Bone.
REVERSE ANGLE - OTS TURMOIL - ON T-BONE
He struggles against the beam, but his arms are pinned to
his sides by it.
T-BONE
What the . . . ?
TURMOIL (VO)
Resistance is futile, T-Bone.
The Crown of Obedience will
insure that my word is law!
A device floats down from the beam and CLAMPS a high tech
CROWN OF OBEDIENCE over T-Bone • s bandana. GLOWING SFX as T
Bone struggles for A BEAT.
CLOSER - T-BONE
As the CRACKLING GLOW surrounds his head and he suddenly
goes limp, then stiffens in a zombified manner.
T-BONE
Arrggggh! Ahhh. . . .
The tube RISES UP o . s . as we WIDEN SHOT to see Turmoil
facing him.
TURMOIL
Unload that gold, T-Bone.
T-BONE
(zombified)
I obey, Turmoil.
T-Bone shuffles off, as we . . .
CUT TO:
EXT. MOUNTAIN
We see the Snowkat ZOOMING up the mountain toward the
distant Fortress.
OTS SNOWKAT
As it ZOOMS up over a rise, we see it come face to face with
two TURMOIL SNOWMOBILES. The snowmobiles start BLASTING at
the Snowkat, which veers away.
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HIGH ANGLE - DOWN SHOT
As the two Snowmobiles ZOOM after the Snowkat, BLASTING
away.
INT. SNOWKAT - ON RAZOR
He hits some buttons on his panel.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - SNOWKAT - ZOOMING TOWARD CAMERA
As LASER GUNS emerge from both sides. The pursuing
Snowmobiles are FIRING as the LASER BLASTS miss, ZAPPING by
harmlessly beneath the cockpit. The Snowkat · s LASER GUNS
fire backwards.
OTS SNOWMOBILES - ON SNOWK AT
With two BLASTS from its LASERS, the two Snowmobiles are hit
and EXPLODE, as they go over a cliff.
INT. TURMOIL'S HANGAR - SAME TIME
*We see T-Bone struggling with four heavy gold bricks under
Turmoil's watchful gaze. Suddenly her Lieutenant ENTERS.
LIEUTENANT
Commander, the other Swat Kat
has been spotted on the
mountain.
TURMOIL
I knew he would never come
alone! Bring his partner to
me . . . (casually) or destroy him.
Whichever is easier.
LIEUTENANT
Understood, Commander.
alert Omega Squadron.

I shall

HIGH ANGLE - DOWN SHOT
We see the Snowkat ZOOM up the snowy slope.
RAZOR
Looks like we're in the clear,
Cybertron.
Suddenly we HEAR o.s. HELICOPTER sounds.
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OTS SNOWKAT

- ON GYROPTERS

Six of these one-woman helicopters (see Tremblays• drawing)
RISE UP from the cliffs in back of the Snowkat. They BLAST
LASER fire at the Snowkat, which ZOOMS away.
RAZOR
Uh oh, this mountain's heatin'
up!
OTS GYROPTERS - ON SNOWKAT
It's BLASTING with its SWIVEL COCKPIT LASER GUNS but the
Gyropters veer to avoid the fire. We see the Snowkat
heading over a natural ice bridge.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - SNOWKAT
BLASTING at the BUZZING Gyropters which ZOOM THROUGH SHOT
like gnats. Several Gyropters BLAST the ice bridge in front
of the Snowkat.
LOW ANGLE - ICE BRIDGE
It COLLAPSES in front of the Snowkat. In the cockpit we see
Razor and Cybertron REACT. . . just as the vehicle topples into
the abyss.
Crud!

RAZOR

DRAMATIC VERTIGO DOWN SHOT - ON SNOWKAT
Dropping into a dark-at-the-bottom endless abyss, as, with a
DRAMATIC MUSICAL STING (and a helpless Cybertron BEEP) ,
we. . .
FADE OUT:

END OF ACT TWO

ACT THREE
FADE IN:
EXT. SNOWKAT - FALLING INTO THE ABYSS
It's dropping rapidly.
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INT. SNOWKAT
Razor hits an eject button.
RAZOR
This is where we get off,
Cybertron!
The duo eject upward.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - RAZOR AND CYBERTRON - FALLING
As they drop, the Cybertron POPS open a parasail as Razor
POPS open his DELTA HANG-GLIDER. Their fall is broken.
CLOSER - RAZOR AND CYBERTRON
*The Cybertron BEEPS warningly and points o.s., as LASER
BLASTS ZAP IN. Razor REACTS.
*RAZOR'S POV - ON FOUR GYROPTERS
ZOOMING TOWARD CAMERA, LASERS BLASTING.
BACK TO OUR DUO
As they sail away in the abyss, dodging LASER FIRE, that
BLASTS away pieces of the icy crevasse wall.
RAZOR
Can't seem to shake those snow
choppers!
Suddenly the LASER BLASTS TEAR through the parasail.
Cybertron drops like a stone.

The

ON RAZOR
Who REACTS.
Cybertron!

RAZOR

ANGLE - ROCKY LEDGE
As Cybertron LANDS with a jarring THUM P, knocked out.
eye lights go out, with a WEAK BEEP.
BACK TO RAZOR
As two Gyropters ZOOM THROUGH SHOT, LASERS BLASTING.
Razor's hang-glider wings are ZAPPED.
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Yaaaaa ! ! ! !

RAZOR

He drops in free fall into the mist of the crevasse.
ON TWO GYROPTER PILOTS
*They give a thumbs up and ZOOM up from the abyss, joining
the other two Gyropters, who are pulling the Cybertron off
the ledge with steel cables. As they fly off, we CUT TO:
RAZOR - FALLING
He uses his Glovatrix to FIRE piton cable into the crevasse
wall. The cable plays out downward as it stops Razor's fall
with a THUMP.
DR.Z>.MATIC UP ANGLE - RAZOR
Hanging by his piton cable, his boots DANGLING RIGHT INTO
CAMERA. We see SPIKES SNAP out of them. (See Trernblays
drawing.) Digging his spiked boots into the icy crevasse
wall, Razor starts t o climb upward.
ANGLE - A LEDGE
As Razor pulls himself up onto it with his sharp claws. we
see an icy stovepipe-type cut in the crevasse wall. Razor
enters it, back to one wall, and begins (knees bent) to
'walk' upward.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT. TURMOIL'S CONTROL ROOM - LATER
Turmoil is with T-Bone as the Lieutenant ENTERS, followed by
the two SNOWMOBILE DRIVERS with the motionless Cybertron.
LIEUTENANT
Commander, Omega Squadron has
captured this robot. He was
with the other Swat Kat.
T-BONE
Professor Hackle's Cybertron.
TURMOIL
Have him rewired for obedience.
And what of the other Swat Kat?
OTS LIEUTENANT - ON TURMOIL AND T-BONE
LIEUTENANT
He was destroyed, Commander.
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TURMOIL
Well, well, T-Bone, what do you
think of that?
PUSH IN on the emotionless T-Bone.
T-BONE
Excellent, Turmoil.
CLOSE - TURMOIL
She grins evilly.
TURMOIL
I agree. This calls for a
celebration . . . and we'll let
Megakat City pick up the tab.
WIPE TO:
CLOSE - A SHOCKED MAYOR MANX - IN HIS OFFICE
His mouth is agape.
MAYOR
A hundred million? B-but we
don't have that kind of money!
WIDEN SHOT to see Feral and Callie in the office, watching a
grinning Turmoil on a TV Monitor.
TURMOIL
Just have it ready at the Mint
by 1700 hours. My driver will
pick it up.
PUSH IN on the TV as we see the glazed T-Bone behind her.
T-BONE
I obey, Turmoil.
Turmoil pats his cheek as the screen STATICS and the image
CLICKS off.
OTS MONITOR - ON FERAL, CALLIE AND MANX
Callie looks shocked.

Feral glowers at Manx.

CALLIE
What has she done to T-Bone?
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FERAL
What did I tell you, Mayor?
blackmail never stops.

The
WIPE TO:

EXT. THE MOUNTAIN/CLOSE ON A PAIR OF GLOVED HANDS
As they pull a panting Razor UP INTO FRAME.
(PANTING)

RAZOR

OTS RAZOR - ON SOLID GROUND NOW
He looks up at the distant Cloud Fortress.
to press his boots.

He reaches do�m

RAZOR (CONT)
I hope that partner of mine's
not in too much trouble.
CLOSE - BOOTS
As Razor presses a button on each boot and we see SKIS
EXTEND.
(See Tremblays drawing.) Another panel opens and
we see jet thrusters emerges.
(See drawing.)
RAZOR (CONT) (VO)
Time to move my tail!
ON RAZOR
As he pulls two small rods from his flight suit.
CLICK , they TELESCOPE out into ski poles.

With a

CLOSE - SKI BOOTS
As the JET THRUSTERS ignite.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - RAZOR
He ZOOMS FORWARD TOWARD AND PAST CAMERA, thrusting with his
ski poles.
OTS RAZOR - JET SKIING
Zooming up a slope toward the Fortress. Suddenly we HEAR
o. s. GYROP'I'ER BUZZING. Razor turns to looks over his
shoulder, TOWARD CAMERA. He REACTS.
RAZOR
Why am I not surprised?
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HIS POV - ON FOUR GYROPTERS
FOUR of them, ZOOMING TOWARD CAMERA, FIRING LASERS.
DRAMATIC LOW ANGLE - THE SNOWY GROUND
LASERS TEAR up the snow as we see Razor ' s SKIS DOING A
ZOOMING SLALOM and WIDEN SHOT to see our hero skiing away
(See Tremblays drawing.)
from the pursuing Gyropters.
OTS A GYROPTER - ON RAZOR
The Gyropter ZOOMS IN to BLAST Razor, who holds up a
(See Tremblays
GLOVATRIX SHIELD that blocks the BLAST.
drawing.) The Gyropter veers away as the BLAST is reflected
back at it, just missing.
ANGLE - ANOTHER GYROPTER - ATTACKING RAZOR
It ZOOMS right at Razor from the side as Razor launches the
Glovatrix shield like a frisbee. It SMASHES the rotors of
the Gyropter as it SMASHES into a snow bank with a THUD.
ANGLE - ICE TUNNEL
As Razor, SKIS into it, with the three remaining Gyropters
(See Tremblays drawing.) Pieces of the tunnel
following.
mouth are BLASTED by LASERS.
DRAMATIC ANGLE - INSIDE TUNNEL
The ZOOMING, swerving Razor skis TOWARD CAMERA through the
tunnel as the Gyropters pursue. LASER BLASTS ZAP overhead.
(See Tremblays drawing.) Razor flips one ski pole to the
other hand.
CLOSER - RAZOR
As his GLOVATRIX opens a panel and POPS a grenade into his
hand. He pulls the pin with his teeth and tosses it over
his shoulder.
EXT. ICY WALL
As it EXPLODES in a shower of g yropter blades, we see Razor
BLASTED out, skis spread wide.
(See Tremblays drawing. )
WIDE - DISTANT LEDGE
As Razor's jet skis soar him toward a distant cliff ledge.
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LOW ANGLE - CLIFF LEDGE
As Razor's skis LAND with a THUMP and he WHOOSHES off.
WIDEN SHOT to see the top of the Cloud Fortress . . . closer
now.
INT. TURMOIL'S HANGAR
Turmoil and T-Bone approach the Turbokat.
TURMOIL
This will be Megakat City's
final payment. Then the rest o f
the world will start paying
their respects.
ANGLE - TURBOKAT

.!\ND

CYBERTRON

Turmoil ENTERS and points to the open bomb bay doors.
TURMOIL (CONT)
You will help my Flight
Commander load the gold.
The Cybertron gives an obeying, zombified BEEP, as he rolls
toward the bomb bay.
EXT. SKY FORTRESS/HANGAR - SAME

TIME

The hangar doors open, just as Razor comes WHOOSHING off an
icy overhang like James Bond. He sails down, landing with a
THUMP, as he jet skis through the open hangar door.
INT. HANGAR - CONTINUOUS
As Razor SKIS into the hangar SMASHING startled Turmoil
GUARDS o.s with his ski poles (llQ!. the points.)
RAZOR
Sorry I'm late, T-Bone!
Oof !

GUARDS
Mph! Ugh!

ANGLE - TWO GUARDS
They aim LASERS as Razor SKIS THROUGH SHOT and WHAPS the
guns out of their hands with his ski poles. He looks o. s .
and REACTS.
Ooof !
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RAZOR

T-Bone!

OTS RAZOR - SKIING TOWARD T-BONE
T-Bone is standing near the Turbokat.
RAZOR (CONT) (VO)
What's with the new head gear?
ANGLE - T-BONE
*As Razor SKIS IN, Turmoil SWINGS OUT from behind the jet
with a weapon. Razor points the handle of his ski.
*CLOSE - SKI HANDLE
*It flips up to launch a dart which flies o.s.
*.l\NGLE TURMOIL
*The dart sticks in her sleeve driving her back o.s.
RAZOR (CONT)
Your girlfriend's got lousy
taste in hats!
ON TURMOIL
The ski pole imbeds Turmoil's sleeve in the wall, as she
drops the gun. With her other hand she points angrily.
T-Bone!

TURMOIL
Stop him!

*T-Bone and several GUARDS with guns RUN THROUGH SHOT.
ON T-BONE .l\ND RAZOR
As Razor points his Glovatrix o.s. , T-Bone REACTS and gives
a backhand forearm SMASH that sends Razor THUDDING backwards
into the Turbokat.
T-BONE
I obey only Turmoil!
Huh?

Oof!

RAZOR

OTS T-BONE - MOVING TOWARD RAZOR
Who REACTS, recovering.
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RAZOR
It's all an act, right?

Oof!

T-Bone points his Glovatrix arm and FIRES two mini-Turbo
Blades. Razor leaps o.s.
D RAMATIC ANGLE - OPEN BOMB BAY DOORS
As Razor leaps behind them just as the TURBO BLADES THUMP
through the steel of the doors, imbedded just an inch from
Razor's face. PUSH IN CLOSER as two whiskers fall off with
a PING as Razor REACTS.
Crud!

RAZOR
He " s playin" for real!

There's an o.s. BEEP as Razor turns and REACTS.
Cybertron!

RAZOR (CONT)

HIS POV - ON CYBERTRON
Cybertron • s in the bomb bay.
RAZOR (CONT) (VO)
Boy, am I glad to see you!
Cybertron gives a zombified BEEP and LAUNCHES a CABLE TOWARD
CAMERA.
ON RAZOR
Who REACTS as the cable wraps around him.
upward off his feet.

He's pulled

R AZOR
Aw, not you too! What the
heck's goin' on around here?
HIGH ANGLE - DOWN SHOT - ON RAZOR AND BAD GUYS
T-Bone and Turmoi l ' s GUARDS approach the struggling Razor.
TURMOIL
Your friends obey only me . . . and
soon so will you!
CLOSE - ON RAZOR
RAZOR
Not if this cat has anything to
say about it!
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As his Glovatrix FLIPS open into BUZZSAW mode and he quickly
SAWS through the cable and lands back on the ground. WIDEN
SHOT as we see the Cybertron rolls backwards into the bomb
bay, with a CLANG.
OTS T-BONE AND GUARDS - ON RAZOR
As T-Bone and the Guards move forward, Razor points his jet
skis and kicks them off. They WHOOSH forward, knocking T
Bone and the bad girls backwards INTO CAMERA.
ANGLE - TURMOIL - BENEATH T-BONE AND SOME FALLEN GUARDS
we see a furious Turmoil shove T-Bone aside.
TURMOIL
Your partner has more than nine
lives! Get him!
ANGLE - RAZOR
Diving into a doorway as LASER BLASTS ZAP around him. HOLD
A BEAT as T-Bone runs in after him, followed by Turmoil
GUARDS.
ON TURMOIL AND LIEUTENANT
Turmoil strokes her chin thoughtfully.
TURMOIL
If we take him alive he'll make
an excellent addition to my
team. Prepare another Crown of
Obedience.
LIEUTENANT
Immediately, Commander.
The Lieutenant moves off as we see the Cybertron has moved
in behind her.
TURMOIL
Capture Razor and bring him to
me. Is that understood?
With a zombified BEEP the Cybertron rolls off.
INT. A CORRIDOR
Glovatrix at the ready, T-Bone moves down it, followed by
some Turmoil Guards. As they move around a corner, we PAN
UP to a mesh vent.
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CLOSER - VENT
As we see Razor behind it.
RAZOR
(sotto)
I'm really on my own, this time.
INT. VENT/AIR CONDITIONING SHAFT
We see the SHADOWS OF THE MESH on Razor's face.
down the shaft.

He looks

RAZOR (CONT)
Gotta help T-Bone. . . but first
I've gotta take out Turmoil's
Mega-Beam controls.
Razor starts to crawl through the duct.
ANGLE - ANOTHER CORRIDOR
We see the Lieutenant and several GUARDS pass by as we PUSH
IN on some narrow overhead ducting. HOLD A BEAT as a panel
flips down and Razor drops gracefully to the floor.
RAZOR
(sotto)
This place is like a maze.
CLOSER - RAZOR - MOVING TOWARD CAMERA
.z1s a METAL DOOR BEHIND him opens and we see the Cybertron
there. The Robot's chest panel opens with a SOFT WHIRRING
CLICK, ready to shoot a taser cable. Razor REACTS to the
CLICK and turns, just as the TASER CABLE SHOOTS TOWARD
CAMERA, missing him by an inch!
LOW ANGLE - RAZOR - ON FLOOR
The TASER CABLE IMBEDS into the wall, with CRACKLING SFX.
Razor points his Glovatrix as the Cybertron ROLLS INTO SHOT.
RAZOR
Sorry, cyberbuddy . . .
Razor LAUNCHES a mini-SCRAMBLER MISSILE at the Cybertron.
It hits and the Cybertron starts CRACKLING with ELECTRICITY.
ANGLE - OPEN DOORWAY
As the CRACKLING Cybertron staggers into it and we hear an
o.s. THUD. HOLD A BEAT as Razor FOLLOWS THROUGH SHOT into
the doorway.
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RAZOR (CONT) (PARTIAL VO)
. . . this mini-scrambler was the
only way to knock you out.
INT. OTHER ROOM - LOW ANGLE ON FALLEN CYBERTRON
He's smoking slightly as Razor LEANS IN to flip open a side
panel. He REACTS.
RAZOR
You've been rewired. But I
think I can take care of that.
Razor holds up his Glovatrix as a SCREWDRIVER ATTACHMENT
POPS up from one finger, and we . . .
DISSOLVE TO:
INT. TURMOIL'S CONTROL ROOM
we see T-Bone and Turmoil at the viewscreen. There's the
orbiting laser, moving through space. Several armed GUARDS
are nearby.
TURMOIL
Just two days ago, I was rotting
in a tiny cell in Alkatraz... but
now you and my Mega-Beam are
going to help me conquer the
world.
The door slides open as the Cybertron enters with Razor,
who's bound with cables, his hands behind him. The door
slides shut.
Ah, Razor?

TURMOIL (CONT)

ON TURMOIL AND LIEUTENANT
The Lieutenant holds up a Crown of Obedience, as T urmoil
smiles.
TURMOIL
Your Crown of Obedience is all
ready for you.
ANGLE - CYBERTRON AND RAZOR
They have moved so that Razor has his back to the control
console. Turmoil and the Lieutenant approach, with the
Crown of Obedience.
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TURMOIL (CONT)
Welcome to my team.
OTS CONTROL CONSOLE - CLOSE ON RAZOR'S HANDS
We see him plant a small EXPLOSIVE DETONATOR (See '94 "Cry
Turmoil") under the control console. It BEEPS with a RED
LIGHT as its DIGITAL COUNTER starts down from "5" seconds.
RAZOR
Sorry, T-Bone.
ANGLE - RAZOR AND T-BONE
Razor grins at T-Bone.
RAZOR (CONT)
Guess you don't get to be the
center of attention anymore.
WIDEN SHOT as the Lieutenant is about to put the Crown on
Razor.
ANGLE - CONSOLE
As it EXPLODES. SPARKS EVERYWHERE. On the viewscreen we
see the orbiting laser shift its position.
ANGLE - CYBERTRON AND LIEUTENANT
The Cybertron WHAPS the Lieutenant with an extended arm,
bumping Turmoil.
TURMOIL
It was all a trick!
ANGLE - TURMOIL AND RAZOR
Turmoil recovers, and pulls a weapon as Razor quickly pulls
the cables from around himself, and uses them like an
Indiana Jones bullwhip. It WHAPS the weapon from her hands.
*

TURMOIL (CONT)
You've ruined my controls!
You'll pay for this! Oof!
Destroy him, T-Bone!

Turmoil points as T-Bone DIVES THROUGH SHOT and Razor gets
SLAMMED backwards o.s.
ANGLE - RAZOR AND T-BONE
He flips T-Bone over his head and right into. ..
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TNO ARMED TURMOIL GUARDS
T-Bone knocks them over as he FLIES IN.
FIRES some Turboblades o.s.

T-Bone WHIRLS and

DRAMATIC ANGLE - RAZOR
H e dives across the SPARKING CONSOLE as the blades WHIZZ BY,
just missing, and take out the viewscreen with an EXPLOSION
OF SPARKS. Razor is blown o.s.
ANGLE - LIEUTENANT AND 'IWO GUARDS
They FIRE LASERS at the Cybertron, who dodges and SHOOTS
SUCTION CUPS from his chest. They pull the we apons from the
bad girls!
EXT. ORBITING LASER
Obviously out of control, its laser b arrel turns an d sends a
MEGA-BEAM toward. . .
THE CLOUD FORTRESS
The MEGA-BEAM ZAPS IN an d starts to melt the cement
Fortress. There ar e SEVERAL EXPLOSIONS.
IN T. CONTROL ROOM
The SCREEN SHAKES as we see the walls starting to MELT.
Lieutenant and Turmoil's GUARDS run through the door as
Turmoil and T-Bone flee, staggering.
LIEUTENANT
The Mega-Beam has locked onto
our fortress! Run!
The metal door SLAMS down.
ANGLE - THE CYBERTRON
As he helps Razor out of a pile of rubble. Anoth er
EXPLOSION rocks the room as the SCREEN SHAKES.
RAZOR
We " d better get our tails outta
here, too!
ANGLE - CLOSED METAL DOOR
As Razor pushes a button, futilely.
Locked!
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A BEAT and the Cybertron ROLLS THROUGH SHOT, CRASHING
through the door. Razor follows him out.
Unlocked.

RAZOR (CONT)

EXT. FORTRESS - DAY
The MEGA-BEAM is melting the place down as we see the
Turbokat WHOOSH out of the hangar.
INT. TURBOKAT COCKPIT
T-Bone is at the controls, with Turmoil in the back.
TURMOIL
It appears I will have to find
some new headquarters, T-Bone.
T-BONE
Yes, Turmoil.
BACK TO FORTRESS
In an advanced state of MELTDOWN as we see a Turmoil jet
ZOOM out of the hangar, along with several Gyropters. A
BEAT LATER the Fortress MELTS down the mountain i n a huge
avalanche.
EXT. SPACE - ON THE ORBITING LASER
As the overheated MEGA-BEAM causes the satellite to GLOW red
hot and EX PLODE.
EXT. SKIES OVER THE MOUNTAIN
As the Turbokat ZOOMS along, we see the Turmoil jet ZOOMING
after it.
CLOSER - TURBOKAT COCKPIT
We see Turmoil look back at the other jet.
TURMOIL
At least one of my jets escaped.
RAZOR (VO) (OVER RADIO)
But you won " t , Turmoil!
Turmoil REACTS as we CUT TO:
INT. TURMOIL JET
We see Razor at the controls.
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RAZOR (OVER MIKE)
I" m gonna send you back to
Alkatraz!
TURMOIL (VO) (OVER MIKE)
You wouldn't fire on your own
jet, would you Razor?
DRAMATIC ANGLE - TURBOKAT AND RAZOR'S JET
As the Turbokat loops around to get the drop on Razor ' s j et.
INT. TURBOKAT - DRAMATIC ANGLE ON TURMOIL
She's sighting with Razor's radar/gridsight as she presses
some buttons.
TURMOIL (CONT) (OVER MIKE)
Luckily i don't have that
problem!
OTS TURBOKAT - ON RAZOR'S JET
As the Turbokat FIRES TURBO BLADES at Razor"s jet, which
veers away. The Turbo Blades SHEER off some huge icicle
formations as Razor ZOOMS away. The Turbokat IGNITES
THRUSTERS as it ZOOMS after the slower jet.
INT. RAZOR'S JET
He looks back nervously.
RAZOR
Crud! This thing"ll never
outrun the Turbokat!
CLOSE - RAZOR
Who brightens as he pulls out a small device from his flight
suit breast pocket. It's a small remote with a RED BUTTON
on it.
Unless .. .
Razor pushes the b utton.

RAZOR (CONT)
BEEP.

DRAMATIC ANGLE - TURBOKAT AND RAZOR ' S JET
The Turbokat LAUNCHES a SLICER MISSILE at Razor's jet. It
misses, SLICING through an icy mesa nearby. Suddenly the
Turbokat ENGINES SHUT OFF.
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INT. COCKPIT - ON TURMOIL AND T-BONE
Turmoil REACTS.

T-Bone punches buttons.
TURMOIL
Why are we losing power?
T-BONE
Emergency remote kill switch.
RAZOR (VO) (OVER MIKE)
We installed it in case some
skuzzball tried to hijack the
Turbokat.
T-BONE
And there's no way to over-ride
from in here, Turmoil.

Turmoil angrily POUNDS the dashboard .
.1'.NGLE - THE TURBOKAT
As it glides down toward a landing on a snowy mountain
ledge.
T-BONE (VO) (CONT)
Must make an emergency landing.
HIGH ANGLE - DOWN SHOT
As the Turbokat lands, Razor's jet ZOOMS IN.
ON RAZOR - THROUGH JET COCKPIT
He grins.
RAZOR (OVER MIKE)
Looks like the game's over,
Turmoil.
TURMOIL (VO) (OVER MIKE)
Think again, Swat Kat. Get your
tail down here.
ANGLE - TURMOIL AND T-BONE - WITH TURBOKAT PARKED IN B.G.
Turmoil has T-Bone near the edge of the mountain cliff.
TURMOIL (CONT) (OVER MIKE)
Or I command your ex-partner t o
jump off this cliff. Take a
short step forward, T-Bone.
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UP ANGLE - EDGE OF CLIFF
As T-Bon e • s steps forward, his boot crumbles some snow
TOWARD CAMERA.
RAZOR (VO)
(GASPS) All right, you win,
Turmoil.
WIDE - MOUNTAIN LEDGE
We see Razor out of his jet now, as he approaches Turmoil
and T-Bone, hands raised. He tosses out the kill switch
remote device, which THUMPS to the ground.
RAZOR (CONT)
Here's the kill switch. Take
the Turbokat and let T-Bone go.
TURMOIL
How generous.
ON TURMOIL
Picking up the kill switch box, she pulls out a sidearm.
Razor holds up his hands.
TURMOIL (CONT)
Say goodbye to your partner T
Bone.
P.W OVER to T-Bone, standing by the ledge.
T-BONE
Goodbye, Razor.
ON TURMOIL AND RAZOR
She smiles and cocks the weapon in her hand. Suddenly
there"s an o.s. Gyropter SOUND. Turmoil whirls.
HER POV - ON CYBERTRON IN GYROPTER
It's emerged from the open hold of the Turmoil je t.
out a GRAPPLING CABLE TOWARD CAMERA.
ON TURMOIL
As the GRAPPLING CABLE FLIES IN to whip the gun from
Turmoil's hand.
TURMOIL
Oof! Destroy that robot,
T-Bone!
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ANGLE - T-BONE - RUNNING TOWARD CYBERTRON
He points his Glovatrix and FIRES some mini-SHREDDER
MISSILES f rom his Glovatrix just as Razor LEAPS IN to grab
his arms from behind.
ON THE CYBERTRON IN GYROPTER
The SHREDDER MISSILES miss the robot but SHRED the Gyropter
blades. The robot falls over the edge, but manages to grab
a rocky outcropping with his metal hands.
ON T-BONE AND RAZOR
With an angry SNARL, T-Bone FLIPS Razor over his shoulder.
Argggh!

T-BONE

ANGLE - SNOW
As Razor lands, T-Bone runs 1n and picks him up, squeezing
him in a bear hug.
Arrggh!

RAZOR

ANGLE - TURMOIL AND CYBERTRON
It's the classic shot. She's STOMPING on the Robot's metal
hands so he'll lose his grip. The Cybertron is hanging by
one arm. Helpless BEEPS.
TURMOIL
Termination time, tin man.
ON RAZOR AND T-BONE - ON THE GROUND
T-Bone still has Razor in a bear hug, squeezing, as Razor
reaches up for a huge icicle and SNAPS it o f f. He SMASHES
it on the Crown of Obedience, which BREAKS and falls off.
T-Bone releases his grip.
RAZOR
Arrrgghh! Hyaaaah!
Oof!

T-BONE

CLOSER - T-BONE AND RAZOR
As T-Bone shakes his head and REACTS to Razo r.
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Razor?

T-BONE
What ' s goin' on?

RAZOR
Good to have ya back, buddy .
OTS CYBERTRON - ON TURMOIL
Who STOMPS heavily on the Cybertron ' s metal hand as T-Bone
and Razor RACE IN from behind and grab her away, tossing her
o.s.
T-BONE
That ' s not very ladylike,
Turmoil!
ON TURMOIL - IN SNOW - WITH OVERHANG ABOVE HER
Turmoil LANDS WITH A THUMP as she looks up angrily and pulls
a high tech GRENADE from her flight sui t .
TURMOIL
Oof! I 'm never going back to
prison!
DRAMATIC ANGLE - SWAT KATS
T-Bone WHIRLS in a DRAMATIC POSE as his Glovatrix POPS out a
TURBO BOOMERANG and he tosses it o. s . with a WHOOSH.
ANGLE - TURMOIL
She REACTS as the BOOMERANG WHOOSHES THROUGH SHOT t o KNOCK
the grenade from her hand.
ON SWAT KATS
Who dive into the snow, covering their heads .
ANGLE - GRENADE - FALLING INTO ABYSS
It EXPLODES as there ' s a LOUD RUMBLING .
ANGLE - TURMOIL
As the snowy ledge above her becomes a RUMBLING AVALANCHE
that carries her off into the abyss.
•
Yl. l.
' l'. l'. l.
' l'. .I •I •I
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DRAMATIC VERTIGO DOWN SHOT - ABYSS
As Turmoil falls AWAY FROM CAMERA amidst the snow and
disappears from sight .
ANGLE - SNOWY MOUND ON MOUNTAIN LEDGE
As the Swat Kats dig up from the mound of snow .
Cybertron.

No

T-BONE
Looks like Turmoil ' s gone.
RAZOR
(sadly)
Along with Cybertron .
T-BONE
(sadly)
Yeah, I " m gonna miss that metal
guy .
The ground starts to rise beneath T-Bone, who ' s thrown
backwards into the snow as the BEEPING Cybertron rises from
the snow. T-Bone REACTS .
T-BONE
Then again, maybe not .
FADE OUT:
THE END
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